Work on the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge
Week of March 12, 2018

Throughout the project, MaineDOT will continue to post Cianbro’s three-week work schedules. The below schedule is a simplified one-week snapshot of work activity.

Work progress on the new SML bridge was burdened once again by a coastal storm that plowed up the eastern seaboard with gale force winds and heavy snow. The high winds limited work on the towers to just a few days. Crews were able to perform concrete point & patch work at the very top of the Kittery towers. In addition, crews continued work on point & patch work on the approach bridge spans. Barrier gates received their service check and both the counterweight guides and span guides received final adjustments. The in-water boat ramp work at the New Hampshire Port Authority was also completed this week.

Construction crews are planning to work this weekend to make up for the storm days.